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From: Fred Bower
To: Krohn, Paul
Date: 9/21/2007 7:23:32 AM
Subject: Fwd: Enhanced Monitoring

Paul,

Please see the below description of Mike's enhanced monitoring from this morning. This includes
additional security supervision to continuously monitor the ready room and the security shift supervisor.

The entrance meeting is set for 10:00 - 11:00 AM in the SVP conference room on the 4th floor of the SMB.

I also faxed in two news articles related to the AIT team being sent to the site.

Can we get a copy of the AIT charter and any Comm Plan that may have been developed?

Fred

Fred Bower, SRI
FLB@nrc.gov
(717) 456-7614
USNRC, Region I, DRP
Peach Bottom
717-456-7614 (work)
717-456-5669 (fax)

>>> Michael Brown 09/21/2007 7:17:38 AM >>>
Fred,

Just to let you know, I came in at 3:30 this morning and using our new key I entered the ready room at
0340. The only person in the room was a Security Supervisor who had been recently (yesterday) informed
that they were suppose to provide supervisory oversight of the ready room 24/7.

Shortly after arriving in the ready room, 4 security officers returned from their rounds and I discussed
various aspects of the job with them. They all stated that they had never seen any inattentive officers on
their team. I then followed one of the officers on his rounds and discussed the matter privately.

He acknowledged that occassionally he would get sleepy on shift but that he would either move around to
keep himself awake or get on a conference call with other officers to stay awake. He also acknowledged
that from time to time he had seen other officers heads nod and that either he or somebody else in the
room would start talking to that person and get them to move around and stay awake. He was not aware
of anybody actually falling asleep or of anybody being retaliated against for raising issues with inattentive
officers.

After stopping by the Control room, I went out to the SNSS office and discovered that the Wackenhut has
brought in supervisors from Limerick to stand shift with the PB SNSS's. Also, Wackenhut has assigned
their senior management to provide 24/7 supervisory oversight to the shifts while their internal
investigation was on-going.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Mike

Michael L. Brown, PE
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Resident Inspector, Peach Bottom
USNRC RI/DRP/Branch 4
717-4567.(b)(6)
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CC: Brown, Michael; Setzer, Thomas


